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Abstract

The influence of a dielectric shell on metallic spherical nanoparticles [core-shell nano-
particles (CSNps)] in the resonant modal response of a surface plasmon resonance
(SPR)-type sensor is presented. The planar multilayer sensor structure, based on the
Kretschmann and surface plasmon coupled emission (SPCE) configurations, is coupled
to a periodic array of these nanoparticles. In the first configuration, the CSNps are
considered as a homogeneous layer with effective permittivity given by the Clausius-
Mossotti mixing formula and polarizability of a core shell for a quasi-static scattering
regime. In the second configuration, it performed an evaluation via the discrete complex
image method (DCIM). Electromagnetic wave propagation is evaluated by the general-
ized reflection coefficient for multilayer structures. The analytical results are validated
by numerical simulations performed via finite element method and also by experimen-
tal data. We observed that the dielectric shell thickness affects considerably the sensibil-
ity of the sensor when analyzing the change in other parameters of the CSNps array.

Keywords: SPR sensor, wave propagation, modal analysis, core-shell metallic
nanoparticle, Kretschmann sensor, SPCE configuration

1. Introduction

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensor is a photonic device capable to detect sensitive

variations in the effective electromagnetic refraction index near its multi-layered structure,

© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



which can be related to intermolecular interactions or the detection of immobilized analytes,

from the interaction between the analyzed samples and the evanescent field generated

by surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) wave, which propagate in the metal-dielectric inter-

face [1].

Despite the first observations of the SPP that have been referenced at the beginning of the last

century [2, 3], only at the beginning of the 1980s, SPP-based devices began to be applied to

optical sensors with applications in gas detection and biosensors [4, 5], characterizing and

quantifying biomolecular interactions [6], medical diagnostics, and viral monitoring [7],

among others. The researches in SPR sensors have been increased mainly due to the develop-

ment of modern nanofabrication techniques, such as the colloidal lithography, focused ion

beam (FIB), and electron beam lithography (EBL) [8].

We evaluate an SPR sensor based on Kretschmann configuration (KR) [9] and surface

plasmon coupled emission (SPCE) [10] coupled to the periodic array of (CSNps), which

can represent the surface immobilization of metal nanopollutants generated, for example,

from the nanocomposites manufacturing process [11]. The former has a structure

(Figure 1) comprising a multilayer formed by a prism (dielectric), a thin metal film (gold),

a dielectric spacer (silicon dioxide), the periodic array of CSNps and air. The second one

has a similar structure (Figure 10) and differs from the first one by the direct incidence of

the optical excitation over the immobilized nanoparticles and by the suppression of

a layer.

Figure 1. A functional illustration of the SPR sensor based on Kretschmann configuration, coupled to a microfluidic

channel with a sample to analyze.
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2. Kretschmann configuration

2.1. Functioning description

A functional illustration of the SPR sensor based on the Kretschmann configuration is shown

in Figure 1, where the structure is coupled to a microfluidic channel with a sample flowing at a

controlled rate, while a ligand substance immobilizes only the target nanoparticles (analytes)

in the functionalized sensor surface. The optical excitation, coupled through the prism, is

linearly polarized on transversal magnetic (TM) or transversal electric (TE) and configured in

angular modulation, this is with fixed wavelength λ = 632.8 nm and variable incidence angle θ

[1]. The intensities of the incident and reflected beams are used to determine the angular

reflectivity Γ(θ) curve, which is the base information to determine the sensor response.

For TM polarization, the SPP is excited in the gold-SiO2 interface (Figure 1) when the phase

condition Re β
� �

¼ k0
ffiffiffiffiffi

εp
p

sin θð Þmatches only for θ greater than the attenuated total reflection

(ATR) angle, which implies in a trough point of Γ(θ) [12]. The parameter β is the SPP complex

propagation constant, εp is the prism electric permittivity, and k0 is the propagation constant in

free space [13].

The alterations in Γ(θ) can be related to the analytes because the coupling conditions of the SPP

wave change when the sample material interacts with the sensor field. In this case, we use the

angular shifting (Δθ) of the minimum points in Γ(θ) as the sensor output, and thus, the sensor

sensibility is proportional to Δθ [1].

The extra dielectric layer allows the excitation of multiple resonant wave modes, like guides

modes, even in TE polarization [12]. Using both TE and TM Γ(θ) curves, the amount of

information about the CSNps increases and improves the estimation of parameters such as

surface density, size, and distance between immobilized nanopollutants [1, 14]. This paramet-

ric estimation can be performed using the approximated model of Clausius-Mossotti, or even

using tools such as Winspal free software [15].

2.2. Theoretical modeling

The SPR sensor in Figure 1 is modeled by the multilayer planar structure depicted in

Figure 2. The incident beam, reflected beam, and incidence angle θ refer internally to the

prism. The CSNps have a dielectric shell of thickness b, composed of fused silica for this

study, to provide stability to a nanoparticle, preventing agglomeration, and decreasing

their surface interaction [16]. The periodic planar array of CSNps is described by the

geometric period of dþ 2 aþ bð Þ, where a is the nanoparticle core radius and d is the

distance between them.

The applied relative permittivity was prism (SF4) εp = 3.0615, gold film εAu = � 11.66 + 1.35i1,

and SiO2 εd = 2.132 [15, 17]. The CSNps array is treated as a homogeneous layer with thickness

of hCS ¼ 2 aþ bð Þ and effective permittivity εeff in Eq. (1), given by the Clausius-Mossotti

1Obtained from the Lorentz-Drude model with one term of interband and time dependence with exp(�iωt).
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mixing formula and the core-shell polarizability of [18], set to the quasi-static scattering regime

[13, 19]. The resulting planar structure of the sensor is shown in Figure 2(b).

εeff ¼ ε0
1� 2f sΛ

1� f sΛ

� �

(1)

In Eq. (1): f s ¼ 2π=3 aþ bð Þ= dþ 2 aþ bð Þð Þ½ �2is the CSNps volume fraction in the planar array;

and the parameter Λ is defined in Eq. (2), where f ¼ a3= aþ bð Þ3 is the core volume fraction in

the CSNps [19]. The parameter fs is zero for no immobilized CSNps (εeff ¼ ε0) and

f s ¼ π=6≃ 52:36% when the distance d is zero. To eliminate the shell of the CSNps, we set

εd ¼ ε0 and b = 0 nm in Eq. (2), obtaining the Maxwell-Garnett mixing formula [20, 21]

Λ ¼
f εAu � εdð Þ ε0 þ 2εdð Þ þ εAu þ 2εdð Þ εd � ε0ð Þ

f εAu � εdð Þ 2εd � ε0ð Þ þ εAu þ 2εdð Þ 2εd þ ε0ð Þ
(2)

The propagation of the electromagnetic wave in the sensor planar structure (Figure 1(b)) is

performed, in the frequency domain with time dependence of exp(�iωt), by the generalized

reflection coefficient in Eq. (3), which considers the multiple reflections and transmissions in all

layers [22]. In Eqs. (3) and (5), Rn,nþ1 and Tn,nþ1 are the Fresnel’s reflection and transmission

coefficients, respectively, set to TM or TE polarization in accordance with the excitation. For TM

case, the transverse magnetic fieldHn,y in the n-th layer is given in Eq. (4) and for TE case, Eq. (4) is

set to the electric field En,y . In Eq. (4), An is the field amplitude in the n-th layer, given by Eq. (5).

~Rn,nþ1 ¼
Rn,nþ1 þ ~Rnþ1,nþ2 exp i2kn,z dnþ1 � dnð Þ½ �

1þ Rn,nþ1
~Rnþ1,nþ2 exp i2kn,z dnþ1 � dnð Þ½ �

(3)

Hn,y ¼ An exp �ikn,z zð Þ þ ~Rn,nþ1 exp ikn,z zþ 2dnð Þð Þ
� �

exp ikx xð Þ (4)

Figure 2. (a) The multilayer structure model of the SPR sensor coupled to the periodic array of CSNps. The inset

highlights the CSNps with gold-core (εAu) of radius a and dielectric shell (εd) of thickness b; (b) Resulting planar structure

using the effective layer to approximate the CSNps array.
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An ¼
Tn�1,nAn�1 exp i kn�1,z � kn,zð Þdn�1½ �

1� Rn,n�1
~Rn,nþ1 exp i2knþ1,z dnþ1 � dnð Þ½ �

(5)

For the recursive expressions, Eqs. (3)–(5): A1 = 1 is the incident field amplitude in prism layer;

k
2
n ¼ k

2
0 εn is the propagation constant in the n-th layer, considering no magnetics in all the

materials; kx ¼ k1 sin θð Þ is the wave vector in x-axis direction, which is the same for all layers;

and ~RN,Nþ1 = 0 is the reflection coefficient in the last layer, where N = 5 is the number of layers

in the sensor structure (Figure 2(b)) [22]. The angular reflectivity curve is obtained from Eq. (3)

for the gold-SiO2 interface by Γ θð Þ ¼ ~R1,2

	

	

	

	

2
.

2.3. Model validation and modal analysis

Herein, we compare the approximate analytical model with the results obtained by numerical

simulations and experimental data to achieve the theoretical consistency between the models

and study the parametric interval for validation. The numerical results were obtained through

the 3D simulation environment COMSOL Multiphysics, based on the finite element method

[23]. We obtained the experimental data from the SPR spectrometer described in [24], which

uses a He-Ne laser as the excitation source and a rotary base to control the incident angle. The

sensor’s structure is fabricated by e-beam vacuum deposition process.

In Figure 3, we compare the analytical (An.), numerical (Num.), and experimental (Exp.) Γ(θ)

curves for no CSNps case. The experimental curves are restricted in θ to the interval of TM2

and TM1 modes in Figure 3(a) due to limitations in the SPR spectrometer [15, 24]. The

thickness of the sensor structure used in Figure 3 was estimated by curve fitting using the free

software Winspal [15]. The minimum of Γ(θ) highlights in Figure 3 represents the resonant

guide modes of order 1 (TM1 and TE1), order 2 (TM2 and TE2), and the SPP2 mode [12].

2The SPP wave is named TM0, this is a zero-order guide mode in TM polarization.

Figure 3. Comparison of the angular reflectivity curves Exp., An., and Num. for no CSNps on the sensor for (a) TM

polarization and (b) TE polarization. The layer’s thickness in the structure is tAu = 48 nm and tSiO2
= 677 nm.
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The deviations An.-Exp. and Num.-Exp. in Figure 3 are 2.39 and 2.12% for the TM curves, and

1.97 and 2.05% for the TE curves, showing high accuracy for the numerical simulation and the

analytical model. The differences may be due to measurement errors and roughness in the

fabricated multilayer structure [15, 24].

Figure 4 shows the magnitudes of the transversal fields, in the z-axis of Figure 2(b), for the

resonant mode highlights in Figure 3. One can note in Figure 4(a) the high field amplitude in

the gold-SiO2 interface for the TM0 mode and its characteristic evanescent field in both gold

and SiO2 layers [13]. This is also observed for the modes TM1 (Figure 4(b)) and TM2 (Figure 4(c)),

but with a predominant intensity in the SiO2 layer, like guide modes [12]. For the TE modes TE1

(Figure 4(d)) and TE2 (Figure 4(e)), there is no surface wave in the gold-SiO2 interface because the

plasmonic wave only exists for TM polarization [13].

To validate the analytical model, in Figure 5, we compare it with Num. simulations in three cases

for the sensor: (i) No CSNps; (ii) CSNpswith b = 0 nm; and (iii) CSNpswith b = 10 nm. The relative

deviationAn.-Num. in Figure 5 are 8.88% (b = 0 nm) and 9.18% (b = 10 nm) for the TM curves, and

0.74% (b = 0 nm) and 1.22% (b = 10 nm) for the TE curves. Therefore, the deviationAn.-Num. tends

to increase for tested values of b, and a possible cause is the increase of the CSNps size.

The hypothesis that generally increases the relative deviation characterizes the An. model

limitation, such as (A) scattering losses [13, 21]; (B) dipole field interaction between CSNps in

the array [18]; and (C) the restriction as thin of the effective layer thickness [12, 19]. As (A)

grows with the CSNp size (parameters a and b), the relative deviation tends to increase with a

and b, so, these parameters need to be restricted [19]. The phenomenon (B) and the relative

deviation decrease with the distance d in the array, because this here is used the minimum

Figure 4. Magnitude of the transversal field in z-axis of Figure 2(b) for the resonant modes highlights in Figure 3(a): (a)

TM0 in θ = 67�, (b) TM1 in θ = 51.11�, (c) TM2 in θ = 38.92�; and in Figure 3(b): (d) TE1 in θ = 53.465�, (e) TE2 in θ = 44.88�.
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value of d = 50 nm. The limitation (C) can modify the direct and inverse behavior in the relative

deviation with the limitations (A) and (B), respectively, for other values of a and d.

In Figure 6, we compare the An. and Num. real magnetic fields, in the zx-plane of Figure 2(b),

for the mode minimum points in the TM curve b = 10 nm of Figure 5(a). Note that, in general,

the An. and Num. results are very similar, differing basically due to the high field amplitude in

the metal-core surface of the nanoparticles (Figure 6(b), (d)).

Based on Figure 6, in Figure 7, we compare the An. and Num. transversal fields for the TE

curve b = 10 nm of Figure 5(b). Different from the TM fields in Figure 6, the TE mode fields

present a low field amplitude in the shell and a constant electric field in the CSNps metal core.

The visual analysis of Figures 4–7 indicates a greater interaction with the sensing layer for the

wave modes in which the minimum region is closest to the ATR angle, even for TE modes,

Figure 5. Comparison of the An. and Num. curves for the cases (i) No CSNps; (ii) CSNps with fixe b = 0 nm; and (iii)

CSNps with fixe b = 10 nm. (a) TM polarization and (b) TE polarization. For all cases are set the fixed parameters a = 30

nm, d = 100 nm, tAu = 46 nm, and tSiO2
= 600 nm.

Figure 6. Comparison of the An. and Num. real magnetic fields for the TM modes in Figure 5(a), for the curve b = 10 nm.

An.: (a) TM1 in θ = 50.04� and (c) TM2 in θ = 37.09�; and Num.: (b) TM1 in θ = 50.12�; and (d) TM2 in θ = 37.36�.
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because of the greater field intensity and the consequent greater interaction with the CSNps

[25]. In [17], one can note that the thickness of the SiO2 layer, in the sensor structure, can

regulate the reflectivity minimum point of the resonant wave modes, and the wave order in

the same curve, so this parameter can improve the sensor sensibility.

2.4. Sensitivity analysis

To evaluate the sensibility, we vary the CSNps array parameters a, b, and d, and calculate the

angular shift Δθ only for the more sensitive TM2 mode in the minimum points of Γ(θ). First,

Figure 7. Comparison of the An. and Num. real electric fields for the TE modes in Figure 5(b), curve b = 10 nm. An.: (a)

TE1 in θ = 52.93� and (c) TE2 in θ = 43.04�; Num.: (b) TE1 in θ = 52.92� and (d) TE2 in θ = 43.07�.

Figure 8. Curves of Δθ � b for the values of: (a) distance d = 50, 100, 150, and 200 nm, and the fixed parameter a = 20 nm;

and (b) radius a = 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 nm, and the fixed d = 100 nm.
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we analyze the sensibility to one of the parameters, and then we verify how other parameters

influence in the sensibility, setting some different values. For this analysis, we use only the

analytical model, that presents low costs in computing, and the fixed parameters were tAu = 46 nm

and tSiO2
= 600 nm.

2.4.1. Sensitivity to the shell thickness b

In Figure 8, we present the curves of Δθ in function of b (Δθ � b curve), relative to the initial

curve b = 0 nm. In Figure 8(a), each curve is defined for different values of the distance d and in

Figure 8(b), they are for values of a. The shifting of the minimum region to right is the positive

direction of the Δθ.

Note in Figure 8(a), Δθ � b decreases as d increases, which declines the sensor sensibility.

However, higher values of d decrease, in general, the sensor sensitivity and the contrary are

true for lower values of d. For the parameter a, the sensitivity by the curves Δθ� b in Figure 8(b)

increases for the most cases, but for the curves a = 50 nm and a = 60 nm, one can visualize the

tendency of an inverse behavior. This can turn the CSNps characterizing process more complex

because we can obtain, for the same value of Δθ, more than one value of b. To avoid this, we can

restrict a < 50 nm and b < 20 nm.

2.4.2. Sensitivity to the distance d

Figure 9 presents the Δθ of TM2 mode in function of d (Δθ � d curve), relative to the initial

curve d = 50 nm. In Figure 9(a), the curves differ in the values of b and in Figure 9(b) in the

values of a. The increasing of d, corresponding to the concentration decrease of the immobilized

CSNps on the sensor, basically, its shifts the minimum points to left, explaining the negative

Figure 9. Curves of Δθ � d for TM2 modes for the values of: (a) dielectric shell thickness b = 0, 10, and 20 nm, and the

fixed parameter a = 20 nm; and (b) radius core a = 20, 40, and 60 nm, and the fixed parameter b = 10 nm.
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values of Δθ in Figure 9. In Figure 9, the great sensitivity response when CSNps are quite close

or for small values of d.

In Figure 9(a) we note that the increasing of b results in greater values of Δθ, this is a better

sensitivity response of the sensor. In Figure 9(b), we can observe that both parameters a and b

increase the sensor response because the sensor is more sensitive to variation in the CSNps

core radius. This behavior was also observed in [17] and is expected due to the increase of the

resonant field interaction with the array when the metal core of the CSNps is bigger. While b

increases, it increases the CSNps size, decreasing the field interaction.

3. SPCE configuration

3.1. Functional description

The functioning of an SPR sensor in SPCE configuration (Figure 10) is based on the interaction

of the field radiated by the immobilized analytes with the sensor structure, composed by a thin

metal film deposited on the prism [10]. These interactions generate the SPP wave on the air-

gold surface and radiating modes in the prism, that is a high directional emission in a specific

SPCE angle and depending on the nanoparticle [26]. The high directional nature of the SPCE

emission also increases the efficiency of coupled emission detection [27]. Similar to the sensor

in the Kretschmann configuration, here the SPCE configuration is excited by a laser beam

operating at the wavelength of 632.8 nm.

In Figure 10(a), the sensor in the SPCE configuration is illustrated. First, a solution with the

suspended analytes flows in the microfluidic channel while the target nanoparticles are

immobilized on the sensor surface by a specific ligand substance. Then, the solution flow is

cut off and drained until only the immobilized CSNps remain to be analyzed. The CSNps

Figure 10. (a) A functional illustration of the analyzed SPCE sensor coupled to a microfluidic channel. (b) The approxi-

mate model of the SPCE sensor in (a) by a multilayered planar structure and a resonant dipole.
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can be held by the ligand substance at z’ or by a dielectric spacer of same thickness with a

ligand substance of negligible height. An optical detector evaluates the SPCE angle of the

analyte [28].

An approximate model of the sensor in Figure 10(a) is presented in Figure 10(b), where

the structure is a planar multilayer with three layers: air, thin gold film, and SF4 optical

prism, all represented by their respective complex permittivity. The interaction of the laser

beam with the analytes and their re-annealing is equivalently modeled by a dipole, which

represents the immobilized CSNps and is situated at the height z’ in the layer 1 of

Figure 10(b).

Although the dipole-type optical emitter is nonpolarized, the coupled field targeting the

detector in Figure 10(b) is highly polarized in the TM [29]. This occurs because part of the

CSNps emission is naturally in the TM polarization and can excite the SPP wave on the air-

gold interface, which evanescent wave passes through the thin metallic layer and radiate in the

prism as a propagating wave polarized in the TM polarization. Therefore, the SPR sensor in

the SPCE configuration can be understood as a reverse functioning of the Kretschmann con-

figuration.

Note the existence of different nanoparticles in the fluidic channel (Figure 10(a)); however,

only the target nanoparticles are immobilized on the sensor surface. Here, the sensor is

analyzed with only immobilized CSNps and the result is a radiating TM field in a specific

angle of coupling in the prism that corresponds to this nanoparticle. However, when using

different ligand substances, for multichannel evaluation, different coupling angles would be

detected, each angle related to a different particle of interest [30].

3.2. Theoretical modeling

For the SPR sensor in SPCE configuration, the SPP wave is created from interactions of the

sensor structure and immobilized nanoparticles, which emit radiation and evanescent field

when excited by a source. In the SPCE sensor, the nanoparticles on the substrate have

dimensions smaller than the excitation wavelength, so they are represented here by infini-

tesimal dipoles with equivalent dipole moments or by elementary currents given by Eq. (6)

[31, 32]:

J ¼ J0pδ r; rp

 �

¼ ξpE
t

p

� 

δ r; rp

 �

¼ ξp Ei rp

 �

þ Er rp

 �

þ
X

N

q¼1, q6¼p

E
q

dip rp

 �

þ
X

N

q¼1

E
q

r rp

 �

2

4

3

5δ r; rp

 �

(6)

The elementary current of the equivalent dipole is orientated by the laser source. To

determine the induced dipole moments of an array of P dipoles on a multilayer structure, one

must solve the following system of linear equations for p, q ∈ {1,2, …, P}, where rp are the

positions of the P dipoles, E
t

p is the total external field of excitation on the equivalent dipole,

that is the sum of all the fields that arrive in the dipole p, and ξp is the polarization constant

that depends on the type of element considered (CSNps, biomolecules, QDs) [31].
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For the total E
t

p in Eq. (6), that has four terms, is considered a linear dependence with the

dipole. The first term of E
t

p represents the incident field, the second one, the reflection of the

field incident on the structure, the third term, the radiation of each dipole, and the fourth term,

the reflections in the structure of the field radiated by each dipole.

The total electric field of the dipole defined in Eq. (6), for an arbitrary direction in a homoge-

neous medium, can be derived from the dyadic Green’s functions in Eq. (7) [32]:

bG
e
r; r

0
� 

¼ iωμ bI þ 1

k2
∇∇

� �
J

ejk r�r
0		 		

4π r� r
0		 		 (7)

wherebI is a unitary dyad, r is the point of observation, and r
0
is the source point. The dipoles

irradiated nonpolarized spherical waves; thus, a spherical wave radiated can be expanded as

an integral of conical or cylindrical waves in the direction ρ times a plane wave in the z-

direction, over all propagation constant kρ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k� kz

p
. It is possible to relate spherical waves

with plane waves from the integral Sommerfeld identity in Eq. (8) [33]:

exp ik r� r
0		 		
 �

r� r
0		 		 ¼ i

2

ðþ∞

�∞

dkρkρH
2
0 kρρ

 � exp ikz z� z

0		 		
 �

kz
(8)

The identity in Eq. (8) can be obtained from the solution of the scalar wave equation, obtained

first in spherical coordinates, and later in rectangular coordinates using the three-dimensional

Fourier transform. For simplicity, only the z-direction component is evaluated, thus, the for-

malism of a vertical dipole VED is possible to be used. Substituting Eq. (8) in Eq. (7), it can be

shown that the field En ,z in an nmultiple-layered structure in the presence of a resonant dipole

can be represented by Eq. (9) [22]:

En,z ¼ � Jz
4πωεn

ðþ∞

�∞

dkρ
k3
ρ

2k1z
H2

0 kρρ

 �

ATM
n exp ikn,z zj jð Þ þ ~R

TM

n,nþ1 exp ikn,z zþ 2dnð Þð Þ
h i

exp ik1zz
0

� 

(9)

where ATM
n and ~RTM

n,nþ1 are the same parameters defined in Eqs. (5) and (3), respectively, over all

propagation constantkρ. Eq. (9) is here rewritten in terms of the zero-order Bessel function in

Eq. (10):

En,z ¼
iJz

4πωεn

Ðþ∞

0

dkρkρJ0 kρρ

 �

~f
s

n,z kz; z; z
0
 �
eikn, z z�z

0j j

kn, z
þ

ðþ∞

0

dkρkρJ0 kρρ

 �~f rn,z kz; z; z

0
 �
eikn,z z�z

0j j
kn, z

3

5

2

6664 (10)

where ~f sn,z kz; z; z
0
 �

and ~f rn,z kz; z; z
0
 �

are the spectral functions defined in Eqs. (11) and (12),

respectively:
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~f sn,z kz; z; z
0

� 

¼
i kn,zk

2
ρ
ATM

n exp �i kn,zz� k1zz
0
 �� �

k1z exp ikn,z z� z0j jð Þ
(11)

~f rn,z kz; z; z
0ð Þ ¼ i kn,zk

2
ρ
ATM

n
~R
TM

n,nþ1
exp i kn,z zþ 2dnð Þ þ k1zz

0ð Þ½ �

k1z exp ikn,z z� z0j jð Þ
(12)

where indices s and r are treated here as a spectral contribution related to incidence and reflection in

themultilayer structure. These integrals are extremely complicated to calculate and the solutions do

not have closed forms. Some difficulties of the integral representation are highlighted [34, 35]: Low

integrationkernel convergence, branchingpoints, andbranch cuts arise, the appearance of functions

of double or multiple values, the choice of a single appropriate Riemann surface, possibility of

complexpoles, amongothers. Thatway, the lack of analytical expressions in a closed formcombined

with a heavy computational cost associated with the direct integration for this integral, which have

low convergence, make direct numerical evaluation an impractical approach to our analysis.

When solving problems involving integrals like Eq. (10), several recent approaches have been

proposed [36, 37], all consist of the evaluation of spectral functions using the Sommerfeld

Identity with variants of the discrete complex image method (DCIM) as an acceleration tool.

Here, we evaluate the integral equations directly from the electric field into a versatile applica-

tion for the use of DCIM and applies the DCIM directly on the integral field equations.

The DCIM method expands the integral equations of (11) and (12) into a sum of complex

terms, that is, it estimates values of complex integrals over an integration path in the complex

domain, usually with a range of (0, ∞), by a finite number of samples of the integrand. A

solution based on a two-level path is used [38]. We use a sophisticated scheme, where the

integrand is approximated by a superposition of complex exponentials, and this approxima-

tion is semi-analytical since it is not an exact but approximate solution.

3.3. Modal analysis

In this section, we analyze the SPR sensor of Figure 10(b) using the same relative permittivity

presented in Section 2.2 for the excitation source wavelength of λ = 632.8 nm. It is considered

that the radiation of the analyte occurs at this same wavelength. The results are presented for

the near and far field.

3.3.1. Numerical example

Figure 11(a) shows the real part of the field Ez in the multilayer structure of Figure 10(b) and

one can observe that the waves radiated by the immobilized nanoparticles induce the surface

plasmonic mode in the air-gold interface, whereas in the prism, formed waves are concen-

trated at specific angles. Figure 11(b) shows that the plasmonic mode is excited throughout the

air-gold interface as a cylindrical wave symmetrical to the z-axis; it is possible to visualize the

excited SPPs on the first interface and the rapid fading of the electric field from the source.

Figure 12(a) shows the two-dimensional radiation diagram of the SPCE sensor, where

maintaining the operating wavelength at λ = 632.8 nm makes an evaluation of the intensity of

the distant field at different heights: z’ = 20, 50, 100, 150, and 200 nm. It is observed that the far
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field strength is greater for height z’ = 20 nm. Note that the intensity of the lower lobes, which

depend on the field coupled in the prism, as well as on the upper lobes that depend on the total

field in the first layer, increase in intensity according to the decrease in height z’.

Figure 12(b) shows the far field three-dimensional diagram of the SPCE sensor for the permis-

siveness values presented above and optimized height for z’ = 20 nm. The emission coupled to

the prism forms a circular cone. Note that the lower lobes have well-directed beams at a very

characteristic coupling angle θ = 145.2�, that is, electric field coupled at the angle of θSPCE = 34.8
�.

Figure 11. (a) Electric field distribution Re{Ez} obtained via DCIM in all three layers air, gold, and prism (SF4). (b) Electric

field distribution 20log10{abs[Re(Ez)]} obtained in the xy plane via DCIM at the air-gold interface.

Figure 12. (a) Two-dimensional radiation diagram of the SPCE sensor, evaluation of the intensity of the distant field at

different heights: z’ = 20, 50, 100, 150, and 200 nm. (b) Far field three-dimensional diagram of the SPCE sensor for

optimized height for z’ = 20 nm. Note that electric field coupled at the angle of θSPCE = 34.8�.
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3.4. Reciprocity between SPR sensors in the KR and SPCE configuration

The SPCE sensor is physically the reverse structure of the KR sensor. In this topic, a previous

evaluation of the electromagnetic reciprocity between the KR and SPCE configuration sensors is

presented. In both configurations, the same materials are used, that is, air, gold, and prism (SF4).

The sensor operates on a standard λ = 632.8 nmwavelength, with a gold layer of 50 nm thickness.

Figure 13 presents results for evaluation of reciprocity between the KR and SPCE sensors with

the configurations described above, where Figure 13(a) shows the real part of the Hy field for a

plane wave over the plasma resonance angle θSPP = 36.8� in the KR sensor. Figure 13(b)

Figure 13. (a) Re(Hy) for plane wave incident with θSPP = 36.8163�obtained analytically for the sensor KR, (b) Re(Ez) for

vertical dipole at z ‘= 20 nm for the sensor SPCE, (c) Angle of Hy obtained analytically for the KR sensor, (d) Angle of Hy

obtained in the for the SPCE sensor.
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describes the real part Ez field for the SPCE sensor with the source at z’ = 20 nm. In Figure 13(b),

it is possible to observe the formation of surface plasma as a consequence of particle radiation

above of the gold layer. Note that the z-axis was inverted only for reciprocal visualization.

Figure 13(c) represents the phase of Hy obtained analytically for the KR sensor; it is possible to

identify the incident phase of the plane wave on the gold layer.

Figure 13(d) illustrates the Hy phase obtained for the SPCE sensor. Note that, in the prism

layer, magnetic transverse plane (TM) waves are obtained with the reciprocal phase of the

KR sensor phase. The appearance of this polarized wave in the TM mode is explained

because part of the emitter’s optical emission is naturally in the TM mode and excites an

SPP wave on the air/gold surface; then, after the evanescent wave passes through the thin

metallic layer, it will radiate in the prism as a polarized propagation wave in TM mode.

So, a coupling angle was set on the SPCE sensor equal to the angle of plasma resonance

occurred at the KR sensor, which was actually found θSPCE = 34.8� ≈ θKR = 36.8�. It was

observed that a gradual increase in the discretization of the meshes used to represent the

dipole approximates the coupling angle of the SPCE sensor of the angle of resonance of the

KR sensor, which in fact proves its electromagnetic reciprocity between the plasmonic modes

of the KR and SPCE sensor.

4. Conclusion

In this article was presented a theoretical analysis of an SPR sensor in Kretschmann (KR) and

SPCE configurations, when a periodic array of core-shell nanoparticles (CSNps) is immobilized

on the sensor sensitive surface. For the SPR sensor in KR configuration, the CSNps array has

approximated by an effective homogeneous layer to treat the resultant structure as a planar

multilayer, which improved the computational processing. For the SPCE configuration, the

CSNps array has been treated as equivalent dipoles and the study is performed by the discrete

complex image method (DCIM).

The approximate model of the KR sensor was validated for low size of the CSNp, parameters a

and b, and high distance d in the periodic array from the comparison with the numerical

simulations using finite element method. We observed that the increase of the shell thickness

tends to depress the validation of this approximate model, such as the metal-core radius, and

the parameter d, instead, tends to improve the validation.

The modal analysis of the KR configuration reveled that, besides the SPP surface wave,

multiples guide wave modes can be excited, even in TE polarization. The thickness of the

SiO2 layer can alter the order of these guide modes and for configured value guide wave

modes of order 1 and 2 was observed. The characteristic field of the guide modes in TM

polarization presents a surface wave in the gold-SiO2 interface, such as the SPP wave. We

observed better validation of the approximate model for the TE curves.

There are evidences, such as the higher field intensity in the CSNps array region, that can

indicate a greater sensitivity response for the wave modes which the minimum point is closest
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to the critical ATR angle. As the SiO2 layer thickness can regulate the minimum point position,

this parameter can also improve the sensor sensibility.

The sensitivity analysis revealed that both radius core and shell thickness increase the sensor

response, but the radius core presented a greater influence in this behave, showing larger

sensitivity to the parameter a. Because the dielectric shell reduces the sensor field interaction

with the nanoparticles array, although this increases the size of the CSNps which, in general,

intensifies the sensor response. The parameter d always tends to decrease the sensor response

due to the reduction of the CSNps concentration in the array.

To develop the modal analysis of the SPCE sensor, we focus in the solution of the field equations

for a resonant dipole over a multiple planar structure. The equations are optimized for direct

application via DCIM method. The evaluation of the near field is presented and we observe that

the waves radiated by the immobilized nanoparticles induce the surface plasmonic mode in the

air-gold interface and radiating modes in the prism concentrated at specific angles.

The DCIM method was applied for a general solution of multilayer media using the general-

ized reflection coefficients. The far field results are presented by numerical simulations

performed via finite element method and we observe that in SPCE configuration, the intensity

of the lower lobes increases with the decrease in height z’. It is observed that the far field

strength is greater for height z’ = 20 nm.

By the last analysis of the sensor in the SPCE configuration, we demonstrated the reciprocity of

the SPP modes in the configurations KR and SPCE. It has been found that the coupling angle of

the SPP mode in the SPCE configuration is equal to the angle of maximum coupling of TM0

mode KR configuration.
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